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1. Introduction 

The quality of the research that financial analysts produce can impact analysts’ opportunities for promotion, which 

is an important economic incentive within the analysts’ career. In general, promotions to a higher rank within a brokerage 

firm’s hierarchical organization are often associated with higher compensation and bonuses, greater job security, more 

prestigious coverage assignments, and more analyst teams to supervise. Despite the importance of promotions in analysts’ 

careers, there has been relatively little research that investigates the causes and consequences of analysts’ promotions. In 

recent years, brokerage firms such as Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, and Credit Suisse, have decreased the time necessary for 

top-performing employees to be promoted in order to attract and retain the best talent (Glazer and Huang 2016; Rexrode 

2016). Brokerage firms, therefore, use promotions as an important economic and financial motivation for analysts in 

response to increasing competitive pressures from other brokerage firms. In this article we examine characteristics of 

analysts who are promoted, and whether analysts remain superior forecasters after promotion as compared to the time period 

prior to their promotion.  

Characteristics of the analysts that are associated with higher quality of financial forecasts are important to know. 

Financial and forensic auditors conduct complex financial investigations and fraud detection techniques (Chiu et al., 2020) 

that often involve the work of financial advisors and analysts. Financial analysts, along with forensic accountants, serve as 

gatekeepers of financial fraud (Grove and Clouse 2017). Prior research shows that financial analysts deter financial fraud 

through external monitoring (Dyck et al., 2010, Chen et al., 2016). In addition, the number of analysts following a firm is 

negatively associated with reporting irregularities (Chi and Ziebart 2019). Financial analysts are able to recognize corporate 

board structures that are associated with a higher propensity of financial fraud (Bui and Pesi 2014). Furthermore, prior 

research finds that analysts’ forecasting performance is related to job turnover in brokerage firms.  

For example, analysts with poor forecast accuracy are more likely to experience turnover while analysts who are 

superior forecasters are more apt to experience more favorable career outcomes (Hong et al., 2000, Hong and Kubik 2003). 

This finding suggests that analysts who are promoted to higher positions, both within and across brokerage firms, have 

higher forecast accuracy than those analysts who are not promoted. However, analysts might also be promoted for factors 

which are unrelated to their performance. For instance, brokerage firms can reward analysts with promotions if analysts are 

instrumental in increasing the broker’s total revenue through higher trading commissions or indirectly assisting to generate 

underwriting business. If non-performance-related circumstances play a more prominent role in determining analysts’ 

promotions, then there should be no difference in forecast accuracy before verses after analysts’ promotions. 

To address these issues, we hand-collect data on analysts’ promotions to the position of “managing director” from 

LinkedIn’s website and brokerage firms’ official websites containing analysts’ biographies over the period 1996 to 2012. 

We collect data for 239 different analysts employed by 49 unique brokerage firms resulting in 26,868 observations with 

one-year ahead earnings forecast data. Consistent with prior research, we find a positive relation between managing 

directorship and forecast accuracy indicating that brokerage firms promote the most capable analysts to the top position. 

We also examine whether the effect of forecast accuracy on promotions is different for internal promotions (i.e., analysts 

hired from within the brokerage firm) versus external promotions (i.e., analysts hired from a different brokerage firm) to 

the position of managing director.  
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Prior research finds that externally promoted analysts tend to have more experience, more education, and stronger 

qualifications than internal promotes (Baker et al., 1994). External hires also are more likely to receive higher compensation 

and have faster subsequent promotion rates than internal hires (Harris and Helfat 1997, Chan 2006). On the other hand, 

internal promotions tend to have greater specific knowledge about the formal processes and informal routines which are 

necessary for the job and have more knowledge about how to work with specific colleagues (Quinones et al., 1995). Internal 

hires also receive higher marks in initial performance reviews than do external hires (Bidwell 2011). Therefore, it is not 

clear ex ante whether better analyst forecasting performance has a higher association with internal or external promotions. 

While we do not find a significant difference between internal and external promotions, we do find that the relation between 

managing director analysts and forecast accuracy is driven mainly by analysts who are internally promoted within the 

brokerage firm. 

We contribute to several different lines of literature. First, we find evidence that managing directors produce more 

accurate forecasts than non-managing directors, consistent with directorship being an important analyst achievement. 

Second, prior literature only investigates analyst turnovers as it relates to analysts who are externally promoted from a 

different brokerage firm. In this research we also track internally promoted analysts and find that the positive association 

between managing directors and forecast accuracy appears to be driven by those analysts who are internally promoted rather 

than those who are externally promoted. Furthermore, this study’s findings suggest that the forecasting superiority of 

internally promoted analysts stems partly from brokerage firms’ proprietary resources, organizational networks, and 

colleague relationships. Therefore, future research should not treat these two groups (internal and external promotions) as 

homogeneous. Third, we document that analysts’ promotions are an additional important economic incentive for analysts 

as it pertains to their career concerns in brokerage houses. Historically, there has been scarce research in the area of career 

concerns mainly due to a lack of available data on analyst promotions.  

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related literature and the hypothesis 

development. Section 3 explains the data and sample selection. Section 4 describes the research design of the empirical 

analyses. Section 5 reports the empirical results, and Section 6 presents robustness checks. Section 7 concludes the paper. 

1. Prior Literature and Hypothesis Development 

Financial analysts face many different types of financial incentives which potentially influence the quality of their 

earnings forecasts and stock recommendations. Traditionally, these incentives have been associated with investment 

banking (Dugar and Nathan 1995), underwriting business (Lin and McNichols 1998, Michaely and Womack 1999), annual 

compensation (Groysberg et al., 2011), and career concerns (Hong et al., 2000; Hong and Kubik 2003; Wu and Zang 2009). 

Research on financial analysts generally finds that there is a significant relation between analyst performance and career 

outcomes. For example, Mikhail et al., (1999) finds that analysts who have relatively worse forecasting performance as 

compared to their peers tend to have higher job turnover. Forecasting performance is an important analyst characteristic 

because analysts’ consensus earnings forecasts have historically been used as a proxy for a firm’s earnings expectations (Lo 

and Xu 2008; Chen 2010; Kim 2016). Hong et al., (2000) find that inexperienced analysts are more likely to be fired for 

poor forecast accuracy and for bold forecasts that deviate from the consensus. Along a similar vein, Hong and Kubik (2003) 

show that relatively accurate forecasters are more likely to experience favorable job separations such as moving up to a 

high-status brokerage firm. The authors’ findings suggest that there is a positive association between forecast accuracy and 

managing director analysts. However, their article used a different time period for their sample (1983–2000), and they used 

a different sample of analysts (i.e., all I/B/E/S data observations versus our sample which uses only those analysts who have 

a LinkedIn profile or employer website biography). 

However, analysts can be promoted based on factors which are unrelated to the analyst’s forecasting performance. 

The literature has shown that analysts can generate substantial trading commissions through their earnings forecasts and 

stock recommendations for the companies that they follow (Irvine 2004; Jackson 2005). These higher trading commissions, 

in turn, increase brokerage firms’ overall commission revenue. Furthermore, there are numerous articles which document 

that analysts are rewarded for their assistance in generating underwriting business for the investment bankers at the 

brokerage firm (Dugar and Nathan 1995; Lin and McNichols 1998). Even though regulations passed in 2002 prohibit 

analysts from being compensated either directly or indirectly based on investment banking revenues, brokerage firms can 

still reward helpful analysts with promotions to higher positions within the organization. Many factors can incrementally 

contribute to an important decision like a promotion. Therefore, the impact of an analyst’s forecast accuracy may not be 
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significant, and the result may be that the promotion decision is based on other factors beyond forecast accuracy. We state 

the first hypothesis as follows: 

H1:  There is no difference in forecast accuracy between managing director analysts and non-managing director 

analysts. 

When an internal promotion occurs, an analyst is promoted from a low- or mid-level position (e.g., senior analyst, 

vice president, senior VP, director, etc.) to managing director within the same brokerage firm. On the contrary, an external 

promotion indicates that an analyst is hired from a different brokerage firm and is simultaneously promoted to managing 

director from a low- or mid-level position. Theories from internal and external labor markets hold different predictions for 

the effects of the type of promotion on analysts’ future performance. 

 External labor market theory offers perspectives for why externally promoted analysts might have more superior 

performance than internally promoted analysts. Prior research finds that employees hired into higher organizational levels 

from outside firms have more experience and education (i.e., stronger qualifications) than those promoted from within the 

firm (Baker et al., 1994). Additionally, externally hired employees, including CEOs, tend to receive significantly higher 

compensation than those employees who are promoted internally (Harris and Helfat 1997). One possible reason is that 

external hires tend to have incomplete information about their potential fit with the job, and therefore, might demand more 

pay to compensate for the higher level of risk. Recent research also predicts and finds that external hires have faster 

subsequent promotion rates than internal hires promoted into the same job (Chan 2006). Brokerage firms often recruit top-

notch analysts from other firms by offering pay increases and large sign-on bonuses. Since these employers have a large 

financial investment in external hires, it is likely that there is a strong correlation between recruited analysts and their 

performance levels. 

On the other hand, internal labor market theory proposes several reasons for why internal hires might perform better 

than external hires. Research in this line of literature finds that firms have better quality information about current employees 

than outside employees which allows firms to achieve a better match between the characteristics of the worker and the 

demands of the job (Doeringer and Piore 1971). Furthermore, internal hires possess greater specific knowledge about the 

formal processes and informal routines required to perform work, the manner in which to work with specific colleagues, 

and the knowledge about specific tools and technologies at the company (Quinones et al., 1995). In essence, much of this 

specialized type of knowledge can only be obtained through on-the-job learning and experience within the firm. Recent 

research confirms these predictions and finds that internal promotes tend to score significantly higher in performance 

reviews during their first two years on the job than external promotes (Bidwell 2011).  

Financial analysts work within a very fast-paced, technology dependent, competitive, and uncertain environment. 

The very nature of their profession requires reliance on external knowledge (i.e., public information through a firm’s 

disclosures and private information acquired from external sources) and internal knowledge (i.e., sticky knowledge obtained 

within the same organization from other co-workers). Brown and Duguid (2001) suggest that knowledge readily flows 

between co-workers who work within the same organization and share common tasks. When knowledge sharing occurs 

within an organization such as a brokerage firm, this sticky knowledge is a value-added resource that could impact analysts’ 

forecasting performance. If knowledge is shared within organizations (e.g., brokerage firms), then such knowledge sharing 

should be evident through the track record of performance of internally promoted analysts who receive such valuable 

information flows. Therefore, we state the second hypothesis as follows: 

H2:  There is no difference in forecast accuracy between managing director analysts who are internal hires 

versus external hires. 

2. Data and Sample Selection 

 We hand-collect data on analysts’ promotions to the position of managing director directly from LinkedIn’s website 

and brokerage firms’ official websites which contain analysts’ biographies. We select LinkedIn as a primary source because 

analysts self-report their employment history which in some cases provides clear documentation of the date of a promotion 

and the analysts’ new title. Studies in psychology suggest that LinkedIn profiles are more truthful than traditional resumes 

in the area of prior work experience because resume claims are made public by the individual (Guillory and Hancock; 2012). 

In addition, in 2019, LinkedIn was ranked #1 as the most trusted social media platform for the 3rd year in a row according 
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to Business Insider Intelligence’s Digital Trust Report (Schomer 2019).1 Furthermore, according to LinkedIn’s 2019 bi-

annual transparency report, the company acted against 21.6 million fake accounts with 95% of such accounts being 

proactively blocked during the sign-up process (Carnahan 2019). In cases where LinkedIn data is not available, we use 

analysts’ biographies on the official websites of their current employer as of December 31, 2015. We also deem these 

biographies as reliable since the data is directly reported by the analyst’s employer.  

The initial list of 1,024 analysts consists of all analysts that have been ranked as an all-star by Institutional Investor 

Magazine at least one time over the period 1996–2012. This all-star designation has been shown to identify analysts who 

have superior ability beyond simple experience and play a meaningful role in the industry suggesting this designation is 

more than a popularity contest (Leone and Wu 2007). We use the comprehensive all-star list as the primary source of 

analysts’ names for two reasons. First, we seek to investigate the incremental significance of the position of managing 

director beyond that of all-star status. Second, we seek to maximize the sample of analysts who have been promoted to 

managing director. Since the main objective is to examine promotions to the position of managing director, it is likely that 

analysts who are promoted to managing director have been voted as an all-star analyst at least one time during their tenure. 

Therefore, we believe that this list will comprise a significant proportion, but certainly not all, of analyst promotions to 

managing director. It should be noted that the composition of this sample would bias against finding a significant difference 

in performance since all-star analysts supply superior forecasts, on average, compared to non-all-star analysts (Stickel 1992). 

We are able to locate the exact dates for managing director promotions for 402 analysts which approximates 39% 

of analysts on the initial list. Analysts who do not have a LinkedIn profile or a biography on their brokerage firm’s website 

are removed from the sample. In addition, many analysts’ profiles which are listed on LinkedIn or their brokerage-firm 

biographies, report the title of managing director but do not provide a date of promotion. Since we are unable to verify 

precisely when these are analysts received the promotion to managing director, these observations are also removed entirely 

from the sample.  

 We do not collect data on other types of analysts’ promotions (e.g., associate analyst, senior analyst, vice president, 

senior VP, and director) due to insufficient data available on LinkedIn and brokerage firms’ websites. The majority of 

analysts’ biographies do not provide the dates of every lower-level position promotion. However, since the position of 

managing director is the highest level for analysts at most brokerage firms, and the most recent promotion, analysts list the 

date of this type of promotion more often. In addition, lower-level promotions are generally not comparable across brokerage 

firms of different sizes and status. For example, many analysts accept demotions when moving to larger, more reputable 

brokerage firms. If this type of analyst career move is associated with an increase in compensation and reputation, the move 

represents a promotion more than a demotion despite the change in position title. On the other hand, since the position of 

managing director is equivalent to the position of partner in most brokerage firms, analysts generally retain the title even 

when changing brokerage firms. This retention of title allows us to maximize comparability among analysts across different 

brokerage firms. 

 We next match the list of promotion dates to the detailed I/B/E/S earnings forecast database. We classify all of the 

analysts’ forecasts issued on or after the date of promotion to managing director as managing director forecasts. All of the 

forecasts issued prior to the date of promotion are categorized as non-managing director forecasts. For all forecast accuracy 

tests, we use the last individual analyst forecast for the fiscal year. After the data requirements for the control variables, we 

have 239 unique analysts representing 49 different brokerage firms who provide forecasts for 3,029 different companies. 

The main sample results in a final sample of 26,868 observations. Approximately 29% of the main sample is classified as 

managing director forecasts (7,693 observations) and 71% of the sample as non-managing director forecasts (19,175 

observations). We obtain actual earnings per share for each firm from the detailed I/B/E/S database. The standardized 

forecast accuracy ranking that we use to calculate forecast accuracy requires a minimum of 2 different analysts following 

each firm (Hong and Kubik 2003). All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles. 

3. Research Design 

Determinants of Analyst Promotion to Managing Director 

 
1 The six pillars in Business Insider Intelligence's model of digital trust are security, legitimacy, community, user experience, 

shareability, and relevance. 
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 In the first stage of the research design, we model the characteristics associated with analysts’ promotions to 

managing director using a set of variables which have been shown to be associated with analyst career concerns, brokerage 

commission revenue, underwriting incentives, and analyst effort (Hayes 1998; Lin and McNichols 1998; Hong and Kubik 

2003; Irvine 2004; Ke and Yu 2006). We estimate the following first stage probit model for the decision to promote analysts 

within a brokerage firm: 

DIRECTORt+1 = γ0 + γ1UPGRADE_PORTFOLIOt + γ2REC_PORTFOLIOt  

+ γ3UNDERWRITING_PORTFOLIOt + γ4ACCURACY_PORTFOLIOt  

+ γ5MV_PORTFOLIOt + γ6VOL_PORTFOLIOt + γ7RFREQ_PORTFOLIOt  

+ γ8FFREQ_PORTFOLIOt + ε       (1) 

We define DIRECTOR equal to 1 if the analyst’s forecast is issued on or after the date of the analyst’s promotion 

to the position of managing director, and 0 if the same analysts forecast is issued before the date of promotion. More 

favorable stock recommendations and recommendation upgrades have been documented to be associated with positive 

career outcomes such as all-star rankings, investment banking business, selection of brokerage firms to conduct underwriting 

of a company’s securities, and increased access to management-provided information (Dugar and Nathan 1995; Lin and 

McNichols 1998; Chen and Matsumoto 2006; Mayew 2008). Therefore, we include two variables to capture the percentage 

of upgrade recommendations across an analyst’s portfolio of companies covered and the analyst’s average recommendation 

rating across the portfolio. We define UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO as the number of upgrade recommendations divided by the 

total number of companies that the analyst follows during the year and REC_PORTFOLIO as the mean recommendation 

across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. The investment banking division of a typical brokerage 

firm increases the revenue of the brokerage firm by collecting large fees for acting as an underwriter and helping 

corporations issue securities to the public. Possibly analysts are more likely to get promoted to managing director when a 

large number of companies that the analyst follows select the analyst’s employer to underwrite securities thereby 

contributing more to the broker’s overall revenue. We measure UNDERWRITING_PORTFOLIO as the number of 

companies that the analyst follows which issue an initial public offering or a seasoned equity offering during the year. Prior 

literature finds that analysts are more likely to experience positive career outcomes such as moving to a high-status 

brokerage firm when they have higher relative forecast accuracy (Hong and Kubik 2003). Thus, we include the average 

forecast accuracy across all of the companies that an analyst follows in a portfolio as an additional determinant of 

promotions. We define ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO as the mean standardized earnings forecast accuracy ranking across all 

of the companies that the analyst follows during the prior year.  

Analysts’ earnings forecasts and stock recommendations directly affect trading in the covered stocks which has the 

potential to significantly impact the commission revenue generated by a brokerage firm (Irvine 2004; Jackson 2005). 

Therefore, analysts who follow companies whose trading results in more revenue for the broker might be more likely to be 

promoted to managing director. To capture the effect of trading commissions, we include two variables which measure the 

average size and trading volume across all of the companies in an analyst’s portfolio. We define MV_PORTFOLIO as the 

mean market value of equity across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year and VOL_PORTFOLIO as 

the mean trading volume across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. Lastly, possibly analysts who 

exert more effort and perform more due diligence might be more likely to get promoted than other analysts who do not put 

forth as much effort in the brokerage firm. We proxy for analysts’ unobservable effort using the frequency of the analyst’s 

recommendations and earnings forecasts issued during the year following prior literature (Clement 1999). We measure 

RFREQ_PORTFOLIO as the mean number of recommendations that the analyst issues across all of the companies that the 

analyst follows during the year and FFREQ_PORTFOLIO as the mean number forecasts that the analyst issues across all 

of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. 

Managing Directors and Forecast Accuracy 

Next, we examine the relation between managing director analysts and earnings forecast accuracy. After the 

promotion to managing director, we assess whether analysts have better or worse forecast accuracy compared to prior to the 

promotion. Comparing managing director analysts to non-managing director analysts is problematic due to differences in 

analyst characteristics and brokerage firm characteristics that can be correlated across time. To mitigate the concern that 

individual analyst differences can cause, we use a within-analyst setting to compare the forecast accuracy after an analyst 

is promoted to managing director to the same analyst’s forecasts in the years prior to the promotion. We utilize each analyst 

as his or her own control for two main reasons. First, there exist analysts in the initial sample for whom we were unable to 
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locate a LinkedIn profile or a brokerage-provided biography. If we were to use an across-analyst control sample, we cannot 

verify that all of these control analysts are not managing directors. Second, a within-analyst sample allows us to control for 

unobserved differences in analyst characteristics which provides a cleaner test of the underlying impact of promotions to 

managing director. This method also has the added benefit of approximating a time-series approach without restricting the 

analysis to analysts who have been issuing forecasts for a specific minimum number of years. We use the cross-sectional 

regression framework below to test the relation between promotions to managing director and forecast accuracy while 

controlling for analyst-level characteristics, year fixed effects, and brokerage firm fixed effects. Since prior literature 

(Mikhail et al., 1999; Hong et al., 2000; Hong and Kubik 2003) shows that there is an association between analyst 

performance and career outcomes, we include the promotion to managing director as a determinant of subsequent forecast 

accuracy in the model below: 

ACCURACYt+1 = α0 + α1DIRECTORt + α2INTERNALt + α3DIRECTOR×INTERNALt  

+ α4ACCURACYt + α5FREQt + α6FIRMEXPt + α7GENEXPt  

+ α8HORIZONt + α9BSIZEt + α10NFIRMSt + α11COVt + ε  (2) 

 We measure the analyst’s standardized forecast accuracy ranking, ACCURACY, relative to the other analysts who 

follow the same company in the same year based on the Hong and Kubik (2003) method.2 In order to calculate the ranking, 

we first calculate each analyst’s absolute forecast error in the current year. Second, we rank all analysts based on the absolute 

forecast errors in each year for each covered firm. The most accurate analyst receives a rank of 1, and the least accurate 

analyst receives the highest rank. If any analysts have the same accuracy, these analysts are assigned the midpoint of the 

ranks which they occupy. Third, we create a ranking score that considers differences in analyst coverage across different 

companies. The standardized accuracy variable ranges from 0 to 100.  

ACCURACY = 100 −
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘−1

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑠−1
× 100  (3) 

We define INTERNAL as equal to 1 if the analyst is promoted to managing director from within the same brokerage 

firm, and 0 otherwise. We include control variables at the broker level and the analyst level following prior literature 

(Mikhail et al., 1997, Clement 1999, Jacob et al., 1999, Clement and Tse 2005). We control for the prior year’s analyst 

forecast accuracy (ACCURACY) and analyst effort using forecast frequency (FREQ) defined as the log of the number of 

forecasts that the analyst has issued for the firm during the year. We include control variables for general forecasting 

experience (GENEXP) and firm-specific forecasting experience (FIRMEXP). FIRMEXP is the log of the number of years 

through the current year for which the analyst has supplied a forecast for the firm and GENEXP is defined as the log of the 

total number of years through the current year that the analyst has issued at least one forecast for any firm. We include 

HORIZON to measure the log of the number of days between the analyst’s forecast date and the earnings announcement 

date. We control for the level of resources available at the brokerage firm (BSIZE) defined as the log of the number of 

analysts employed at the brokerage firm in the current year. We include variables to capture analyst portfolio complexity 

(NFIRMS) defined as the log of the number of firms for which the analyst has issued at least one forecast during the year. 

Lastly, we control for analyst following (COV) measured as the log of the number of analysts who issue forecasts for the 

firm during the year. 

4. Empirical Results 

In Table 1, we report the descriptive statistics of managing directors compared to non-managing directors for the 

within-analyst sample. These statistics represent a total of 239 unique analysts representing 49 different brokerage firms 

who provide forecasts for 3,029 different companies. The univariate differences show that managing director analysts have 

significantly better forecast accuracy (ACCURACY = 49.07) as compared to non-managing directors (ACCURACY = 47.59). 

This univariate finding is consistent with brokerage firms that promote analysts based on performance-related outcomes and 

innate ability. In regard to individual analyst characteristics, analysts who are managing directors issue forecasts more 

frequently (FREQ = 5.01) than analysts who are non-managing directors (FREQ = 4.40). Managing directors have more 

firm-specific forecasting experience (FIRMEXP = 5.14) and more general forecasting experience (GENEXP = 9.96) than 

non-managing directors (FIRMEXP = 3.66 and GENEXP = 8.34, respectively). Analysts who are managing directors issue 

 
2 We use the relative accuracy measure instead of the absolute accuracy measure to account for the fact that an analyst might have 

lower forecast accuracy because the firms the analyst follows could be more difficult to forecast than the firms that the other analysts 

follow. 
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forecasts which are closer to the earnings announcement date (HORIZON = 65.60) than analysts who are non-managing 

directors (HORIZON = 75.22). The managing directors in the sample tend to work at brokerage firms that employ more 

analysts (BSIZE = 117.94) than the brokerage firms of non-managing directors (BSIZE = 109.85). Analysts who are 

managing directors follow a larger number of firms (NFIRMS = 18.52) than analysts who are non-managing directors 

(NFIRMS = 16.13). Lastly, managing director analysts tend to cover firms with larger analyst following (COV = 20.43) than 

non-managing director analysts (COV = 18.19). 

In regard to the portfolio variables which we use as determinants of promotions to managing director, we show that 

managing directors have a lower percentage of upgrade recommendations within their portfolios (UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO 

= 0.23) than non-managing directors (UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO = 0.25). This lower percentage implies that analysts in 

higher level positions might have less incentives to issue optimistically biased research as opposed to analysts in lower-

level positions who desire to achieve promotion. This finding is consistent with managing directors having a lower average 

recommendation level across all the firms they follow (REC_PORTFOLIO = 3.49) compared to non-managing directors 

(REC_PORTFOLIO = 3.68). At the same time, we find that analysts who are managing directors follow more companies 

which issue an initial public offering or a seasoned equity offering (OFFERING_PORTFOLIO = 1.70) than analysts who 

are not managing directors (OFFERING_PORTFOLIO = 0.53). Managing director analysts also have greater accuracy 

within their portfolios (ACCURACY_ PORTFOLIO = 49.06) than non-managing director analysts 

(ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO = 47.59). Analysts who are managing directors also follow firms which are larger in size 

(MV_PORTFOLIO = 115.17) and have greater trading volume (VOL_PORTFOLIO = 253.50) within their portfolios than 

the firms followed by analysts who are not managing directors (MV_PORTFOLIO = 87.54 and VOL_PORTFOLIO = 

192.81, respectively). Lastly, managing directors issue more recommendations (RFREQ_PORTFOLIO = 5.01) but fewer 

forecasts (FFREQ_PORTFOLIO = 1.53) for the firms in their portfolios compared to non-managing directors 

(RFREQ_PORTFOLIO = 4.39 and FFREQ_PORTFOLIO = 1.58, respectively)  

In Table 2, we present the Pearson correlation coefficients for the variables of interest, analyst-level characteristic 

variables, and portfolio-level variables. We show that there is a positive correlation between ACCURACY and DIRECTOR 

of 0.02 which is significant at the 1% level. As it pertains to analyst characteristics, we find that there is a significantly 

positive correlation between DIRECTOR and the frequency of earnings forecasts (FREQ), firm-specific experience 

(FIRMEXP), general forecasting experience (GENEXP), brokerage firm size (BSIZE), the number of firms followed 

(NFIRMS), and the number of analysts following (COV). Likewise, there is a significantly negative correlation between 

DIRECTOR and forecast horizon (HORIZON). As it pertains to portfolio-level variables, we show that there is a positive 

correlation between DIRECTOR and the number of companies with an equity offering (OFFERING_PORTFOLIO), the 

average accuracy (ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO), firm size (MV_PORTFOLIO), trading volume (VOL_PORTFOLIO), and 

frequency of recommendations (RFREQ_PORTFOLIO) across the firms in the analyst’s portfolio. On the other hand, there 

is a negative correlation between DIRECTOR and the percentage of recommendation upgrades (UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO), 

the level of recommendation (REC_PORTFOLIO), and the frequency of forecasts (FFREQ) for firms within the analyst’s 

portfolio. 

Probit Model of the Determinants of Analyst Promotions 

 In Table 3, we model the characteristics of analyst promotions to the position of managing director. We show that 

analysts are more likely to experience a promotion to managing director when they have a larger percentage of upgrade 

recommendations across all of the companies they follow in their portfolio (UPGRADE_ PORTFOLIO = 0.271). Analysts 

are also more likely to be promoted when have more favorable outstanding recommendations across the companies that 

they cover (REC_PORTFOLIO = 0.339). These results are consistent with analysts experiencing more positive career 

outcomes when they issue more favorable research concerning the companies they follow, which is consistent with the work 

of Hong and Kubik (2003). Analysts are less likely to be promoted to managing director when a larger number of companies 

that they follow issue an initial public offering or a seasoned equity offering during the year (UNDERWRITING_ 

PORTFOLIO = -0.144). One plausible reason for this negative relation could be that a large portion of the sample time 

period is in the post-Regulation Fair Disclosure period where analysts are no longer permitted to be compensated based on 

their assistance in generating underwriting business for the investment banking division of the brokerage firm. We find that 

analysts are more likely to be promoted to managing director when they have higher relative forecast accuracy across all of 

the companies that they follow (ACCURACY_ PORTFOLIO = 0.001). This finding is consistent with the findings in Hong 

and Kubik (2003) that relatively accurate forecasters are more likely to move up to a high-status brokerage house. We show 
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that analysts are also less likely to experience promotions when the firms they follow have a larger market value of equity 

(MV_PORTFOLIO = -0.003) and larger trading volume (VOL_PORTFOLIO = -0.002). It is possible that analysts are able 

to add more value when they cover small- or medium-sized firms where there is more opportunity for profitable information 

acquisition activities. Lastly, the relation between analyst effort and the likelihood of promotion are mixed. It appears that 

analysts are more likely to be promoted when they issue a greater frequency of recommendations (RFREQ_PORTFOLIO 

= 0.051), however they are less apt to be promoted when they issue a greater frequency of earnings forecasts 

(FFREQ_PORTFOLIO = -0.082). 

Forecast Accuracy and Managing Director Analysts 

In Table 4, the benchmark model examines whether analysts as managing directors have greater or worse forecast 

accuracy than when they were non-managing directors using a within-analyst research design. This test compares the 

forecast accuracy of managing directors during the years after which they are promoted to the accuracy of the same analysts 

during the years prior to their promotion. In column one, we find that the coefficient of DIRECTOR (0.026) is positive and 

significant at the 1% level after controlling for analyst-level characteristics, year fixed effects, and brokerage firm fixed 

effects. Consistent with prior literature, this evidence suggests that analysts’ promotions to managing director are the result 

of superior performance and forecast accuracy. This finding holds after controlling for the inverse Mills ratio in column two 

(Heckman 1979, Kumar 2010). Our results are not driven by merely the analyst’s years of experience since we control for 

both general and firm-specific forecasting experience. Since both analyst experience variables are insignificant, it appears 

as though the managing director effect subsumes any experience effect on forecast accuracy. In regard to other control 

variables, we show that there is a positive relation between forecast accuracy in the current year (ACCURACY) and forecast 

accuracy in the prior fiscal year (LAG_ACCURACY = 0.071), the amount of time between the forecast date and the earnings 

announcement date (HORIZON = 0.030), and the number of the firms that the analyst covers (NFIRMS = 0.003). 

Furthermore, we find that there is a negative relation between ACCURACY and forecast frequency (FREQ = -0.063) and 

the size of the brokerage firm (BSIZE = -0.004).  

Internal versus External Promotions 

 In this section, we explore whether the effect of forecast accuracy is different for internal promotions versus external 

promotions to managing director. In Table 5, we add an indicator variable for INTERNAL which equals 1 if the analyst was 

promoted from within the brokerage firm, and 0 otherwise. We also interact INTERNAL with managing director analysts 

(DIRECTOR) in order to ascertain the incremental effect of internal promotions. In column one, we find that the coefficient 

of DIRECTOR is positive and significant at the 1% level (DIRECTOR = 0.020). This result suggests that analysts who are 

externally promoted have greater accuracy than they did as non-managing directors. However, this result becomes 

insignificant after controlling for self-selection bias in column two (DIRECTOR = 0.006). More importantly, we find that 

the coefficient on the interaction term of managing director analysts and internal promotions is positive and highly 

significant (DIRECTOR×INTERNAL = 0.024) in column 1. This result remains significant in column 2. The F-value for the 

sum of the coefficients (21.950) for internally promoted directors (DIRECTOR + DIRECTOR×INTERNAL) is also positive 

and significant. This result suggests that the forecasts of internally promoted directors are more accurate than the forecasts 

of non-managing directors. Overall, there does not appear to be a significant difference between the effects of internal and 

external promotions. However, the forecasting superiority of managing directors appears to be driven primarily by internal 

promotions rather than external promotions.  

5. Additional Analyses 

Qualifications of Managing Directors 

 Prior literature finds that employees who are hired into higher level positions in organizations tend to have stronger 

qualifications (e.g., higher quality education and superior experience) than those employees who are internally promoted 

(Baker et al., 1994). Therefore, if brokerage firms promote analysts with superior qualifications it is possible that managing 

directors who have higher qualifications will perform better than those analysts without such qualifications. To test this 

prediction, we use the achievement of the Certified Financial Analyst (CFA) designation as a proxy for strong analyst 

qualifications. De Franco and Zhou (2009) find that analysts who are CFAs issue forecasts that are timelier, and sometimes 

more accurate, than those of non-CFAs. We define CFA as equal to 1 if the analyst biography reports the analyst as having 

the CFA, and 0 otherwise.  
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In column 1 of Table 6, we find that the coefficient of managing directors is positive and significant (DIRECTOR 

= 0.017). This finding indicates that non-CFA managing directors have higher forecast accuracy than non-managing 

directors. More importantly, we show that the interaction term for managing directors who are CFAs is positive and 

significant (DIRECTOR×CFA = 0.033) as well as the sum of DIRECTOR and DIRECTOR×CFA (F-value = 31.620). These 

findings implies that CFAs who become managing directors are more accurate than those who have not. However, note that 

the coefficient for CFAs is negative and significant (CFA = -0.025). This negative coefficient suggests that non-director 

CFAs have worse forecast accuracy than analysts who are not CFAs. Overall, this analysis suggests that even though the 

results are not economically significant, the qualifications of analysts who are subsequently promoted to managing directors 

are significantly correlated with the performance of these analysts after their promotion to managing director.  

Gender Impact on Qualifications of Managing Directors 

In Table 7, we model the impact of managing directors who are CFAs for males and for females. We find that the 

interaction term for managing directors who are CFAs and are males is also positive and significant (DIRECTOR×CFA = 

0.035), but for managing directors who are CFAs and are females the interaction term is insignificant (DIRECTOR×CFA = 

-0.006). This finding implies that male CFA managing directors are incrementally more accurate than male non-CFA 

managing directors, but for female CFA managing directors there is no statistical relation. The negative and significant 

coefficient for male CFAs suggests that male non-director CFAs have worse forecast accuracy than male analysts who are 

not CFAs, and once again the insignificant coefficient for females suggests no statistical difference among the women CFAs. 

Male CFAs appear to have superior forecast accuracy only when these men are managing directors. Overall, this analysis 

suggests that the qualifications of male managing directors significantly affects their performance relative to when they 

were not managing directors, but the qualifications of female managing directors are not statistically related to the females 

performance relative to when these female analysts were not managing directors.  

Intra-Brokerage Experience (Internal Promotions) 

In Table 8, we find that the interaction term for managing directors who have high levels of broker experience 

within the firm is positive and significant (DIRECTOR×HIGH_ BROKEREXP = 0.071). This finding implies that managing 

directors with higher intra-broker experience are incrementally more accurate than managing directors with experience from 

another brokerage house. However, the coefficient for intra-broker experience is negative and significant 

(HIGH_BROKEREXP = -0.026). This negative coefficient suggests that directors with most of their experience elsewhere 

have worse forecast accuracy than analysts who worked within the firm. Therefore, directors appear to have superior forecast 

accuracy only when they have high levels of intra-broker experience. Overall, this analysis shows that the past work 

experience of managing directors significantly affects their performance.  

6. Conclusion 

Brokerage firms often promote selected analysts to higher positions in the organizational structure when analysts 

meet or exceed specified promotion thresholds. To address increasing competition for human capital in the industry, large 

brokerage firms such as Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, and Credit Suisse, have been cutting the time it takes for its most 

talented employees to be promoted (Glazer and Huang 2016; Rexrode 2016). Despite the importance of analysts’ 

promotions, to date there has been limited evidence of the effects of analysts’ performance on analysts’ career concerns. In 

this research, we examine analysts who have been promoted to the highest level that an analyst can achieve (i.e., managing 

director) and compare that performance to their performance prior to such promotions. 

We find that managing director analysts have superior forecast accuracy as compared to their forecasts as non-

managing director analysts. The results are robust to endogeneity concerns of selection bias arising from brokerage firms’ 

decisions of which analysts are to be promoted. These findings imply that brokerage firms promote analysts who have 

greater innate abilities and talents. We also find that the superior forecast accuracy of managing director analysts appears 

to be driven by those analysts who are internally promoted (i.e., hired from within the brokerage firm) rather than those 

analysts who are externally promoted (i.e., hired from another brokerage firm). In additional analyses, we show that 

managing directors who have a CFA certification, who are male, and who have higher intra-broker-specific experience have 

incrementally higher forecast accuracy as compared to when they were not yet managing directors. Overall, we find that 

analysts’ promotions are an important, but understudied, economic incentive which can significantly affect an analyst’s 

career direction. 
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One limitation to our study is that our main database, LinkedIn, is subject to user-created profiles and data. 

Therefore, a small percentage of the data might have factual inaccuracies or false information to a minor extent. Another 

limitation is that our primary measure of accuracy is a relative accuracy measure, which can potentially cause measurement 

error if an analyst moves up in ranking due to other analysts being less accurate. Future research can explore different types 

of upward career mobility as a result of superior forecasting such as entry into lucrative financial and investment careers 

(e.g., mutual fund manager, hedge fund manager, investor relations management, etc.). 
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Variable Mean Std Dev Median Mean Std Dev Median

ACCURACY 49.07 30.02 48.33 47.59 29.38 46.15 1.48 ***

FREQ 5.01 2.69 5.00 4.40 2.34 4.00 0.61 ***

FIRMEXP 5.14 2.95 4.00 3.66 2.05 3.00 1.48 ***

GENEXP 9.96 4.93 9.00 8.34 4.79 7.00 1.62 ***

HORIZON 65.60 83.44 59.00 75.22 85.67 65.00 -9.62 ***

BSIZE 117.94 60.17 114.00 109.85 61.11 100.00 8.09 ***

NFIRMS 18.52 9.58 17.00 16.13 5.83 15.00 2.39 ***

COV 20.43 10.36 19.00 18.19 9.99 17.00 2.24 ***

UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO 0.23 0.26 0.14 0.25 0.27 0.15 -0.01 ***

REC_PORTFOLIO 3.49 0.46 3.43 3.68 0.47 3.67 -0.19 ***

OFFERING_PORTFOLIO 1.70 4.45 1.00 0.53 1.15 0.00 1.17 ***

ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO 49.06 12.48 47.72 47.59 12.01 46.94 1.47 ***

MV_PORTFOLIO 115.17 72.33 101.91 87.54 55.56 81.30 27.63 ***

VOL_PORTFOLIO 253.50 159.54 223.91 192.81 118.75 178.53 60.69 ***

RFREQ_PORTFOLIO 5.01 1.85 4.77 4.39 1.52 4.17 0.62 ***

FFREQ_PORTFOLIO 1.53 0.53 1.40 1.58 0.56 1.50 -0.05 ***

n

Diff. 

(Means)

***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's

forecast is issued on or after the date of promotion to managing director, and 0 otherwise. ACCURACY is the

standardized forecast accuracy ranking (based on the last earnings forecast) of the analyst relative to other

analysts who follow the same company in the same year. FREQ is the number of forecasts that the analyst issues

for the company during the year. FIRMEXP is the number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for the

company. GENEXP is the number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for any company. HORIZON is the

number of days between the forecast announcement date and the earnings announcement date. BSIZE is the

number of analysts who are employed by the analyst's brokerage firm. NFIRMS is the number of companies for

which the analyst has issued at least one forecast during the year. COV is the number of different analysts which

are following the company during the year. UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO is the number of upgrade recommendations

divided by the total number of companies that the analyst follows during the year. REC_PORTFOLIO is the mean

recommendation across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. OFFERING_PORTFOLIO is

the number of companies that the analyst follows which issue an initial public offering or a seasoned equity

offering during the year. ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO is the mean standardized earnings forecast accuracy ranking

across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the prior year. MV_PORTFOLIO is the mean market

value of equity across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. VOL_PORTFOLIO is the mean

trading volume across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. RFREQ_PORTFOLIO is the

mean number of recommendations that the analyst issues across all of the companies that the analyst follows

during the year. FFREQ_PORTFOLIO is the mean number forecasts that the analyst issues across all of the

companies that the analyst follows during the year. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th

percentiles.

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics for Director and Non-Director Analysts

DIRECTOR = 1 DIRECTOR = 0

7,693 19,175
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

(1) DIRECTOR

(2) ACCURACY 0.02

(3) FREQ 0.10 -0.20

(4) FIRMEXP 0.25 -0.01 0.08

(5) GENEXP 0.18 0.02 -0.02 0.50

(6) HORIZON -0.06 0.21 -0.55 -0.04 0.00

(7) BSIZE 0.03 -0.02 0.04 -0.05 -0.10 0.00

(8) NFIRMS 0.10 0.02 0.13 0.04 0.15 -0.07 0.00

(9) COV 0.11 -0.05 0.20 0.19 0.08 -0.10 0.00 -0.08

(10) UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO -0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.10 -0.04 -0.01 -0.09 0.34 -0.55

(11) REC_PORTFOLIO -0.19 0.00 -0.11 -0.12 -0.07 0.04 -0.06 -0.09 -0.09 0.09

(12) OFFERING_PORTFOLIO 0.14 0.11 0.07 -0.03 -0.08 -0.02 -0.01 0.40 -0.13 0.27 -0.03

(13) ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO 0.05 0.42 -0.25 0.02^ 0.04 0.23 -0.02 0.06 -0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.26

(14) MV_PORTFOLIO 0.18 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.19 -0.01 -0.03 0.55 0.00 0.32 -0.15 0.57 0.25

(15) VOL_PORTFOLIO 0.18 0.11 0.06 0.13 0.18 -0.01 -0.03 0.57 -0.02 0.34 -0.15 0.58 0.26 0.99

(16) RFREQ_PORTFOLIO 0.16 -0.13 0.62 0.08 -0.03 -0.40 0.04 0.15 0.14 0.09 -0.16 0.11 -0.31 0.11 0.11

(17) FFREQ_PORTFOLIO -0.04 -0.04 0.09 -0.08 -0.11 -0.05 0.03 0.03 -0.02^ 0.36 -0.08 -0.05 -0.11 -0.02 -0.01# 0.15

Correlations are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, if in italics , with a "^", or with a "#", respectively. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's forecast is issued on or

after the date of promotion to managing director, and 0 otherwise. ACCURACY is the standardized forecast accuracy ranking (based on the last earnings forecast) of the

analyst relative to other analysts who follow the same company in the same year. FREQ is the number of forecasts that the analyst issues for the company during the year. 

FIRMEXP is the number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for the company. GENEXP is the number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for any

company. HORIZON is the number of days between the forecast announcement date and the earnings announcement date. BSIZE is the number of analysts who are

employed by the analyst's brokerage firm. NFIRMS is the number of companies for which the analyst has issued at least one forecast during the year. COVis the number

of different analysts which are following the company during the year. UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO is the number of upgrade recommendations divided by the total number

of companies that the analyst follows during the year. REC_PORTFOLIO is the mean recommendation across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year.

OFFERING_PORTFOLIO is the number of companies that the analyst follows which issue an initial public offering or a seasoned equity offering during the year.

ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO is the mean standardized earnings forecast accuracy ranking across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the prior year.

MV_PORTFOLIO is the mean market value of equity across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. VOL_PORTFOLIO is the mean trading volume

across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. RFREQ_PORTFOLIO is the mean number of recommendations that the analyst issues across all of the

companies that the analyst follows during the year. FFREQ_PORTFOLIO is the mean number forecasts that the analyst issues across all of the companies that the analyst

follows during the year. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.

Table 2

Pearson Correlations for Managing Director Analysts
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Dependent variable = DIRECTOR

Variable

Standard 

Error

Wald Chi-

Square p-value

Intercept -1.023 *** 0.076 183.089 <.0001

UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO 0.271 *** 0.023 142.924 <.0001

REC_PORTFOLIO 0.339 *** 0.018 347.115 <.0001

OFFERING_PORTFOLIO -0.144 *** 0.008 332.732 <.0001

ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO 0.001 *** 0.000 26.140 <.0001

MV_PORTFOLIO -0.003 ** 0.001 5.009 0.0252

VOL_PORTFOLIO -0.002 *** 0.001 13.823 0.0002

RFREQ_PORTFOLIO 0.051 ** 0.023 4.909 0.0267

FFREQ_PORTFOLIO -0.082 *** 0.015 30.667 <.0001

n 26,868

Year Fixed Effects Yes

Brokerage Firm Fixed Effects Yes

Table 3

Determinants of Managing Director Earnings Forecasts

Coefficient

***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Standard errors

are clustered by firm. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's forecast is issued on or after the

date of promotion to managing director, and 0 otherwise. UPGRADE_PORTFOLIO is the

number of upgrade recommendations divided by the total number of companies that the

analyst follows during the year. REC_PORTFOLIO is the mean recommendation across all

of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. OFFERING_PORTFOLIO is the

number of companies that the analyst follows which issue an initial public offering or a

seasoned equity offering during the year. ACCURACY_PORTFOLIO is the mean

standardized earnings forecast accuracy ranking across all of the companies that the

analyst follows during the prior year. MV_PORTFOLIO is the mean market value of equity

across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. VOL_PORTFOLIO is

the mean trading volume across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the

year. RFREQ_PORTFOLIO is the mean number of recommendations that the analyst issues

across all of the companies that the analyst follows during the year. FFREQ_PORTFOLIO

is the mean number forecasts that the analyst issues across all of the companies that the

analyst follows during the year. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th

percentiles.
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Dependent variable = ACCURACY

Variable t-statistic t-statistic

Intercept 0.363 *** 16.25 0.445 *** 19.43

DIRECTOR 0.025 *** 6.09 0.013 *** 2.99

LAG_ACCURACY 0.071 *** 10.09 0.020 ** -2.49

FREQ -0.063 *** -17.09 -0.069 *** -18.37

FIRMEXP -0.008 -0.20 -0.004 -1.06

GENEXP 0.007 0.18 0.006 1.48

HORIZON 0.030 *** 19.17 0.029 *** 18.10

BSIZE -0.004 * -1.77 -0.003 -1.29

NFIRMS 0.003 *** 5.58 -0.008 -1.42

COV -0.003 -0.82 -0.003 -0.94

INV_MILLS 0.049 *** 12.36

n 26,868 26,868

Adj. R
2

6.31% 6.74%

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Brokerage Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Table 4

Forecast Accuracy and Managing Director Analysts

Coefficient

***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Standard errors are

clustered by firm. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's forecast is issued on or after the date of

promotion to managing director, and 0 otherwise. ACCURACY is the standardized forecast

accuracy ranking (based on the last earnings forecast) of the analyst relative to other analysts

who follow the same company in the same year. FREQ is the log of the number of forecasts

that the analyst issues for the company during the year. FIRMEXP is the log of the number of

years that the analyst has issued a forecast for the company. GENEXP is the log of the number

of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for any company. HORIZON is the log of

number of days between the forecast announcement date and the earnings announcement

date. BSIZE is the log of the number of analysts who are employed by the analyst's brokerage

firm. NFIRMS is the log of the number of companies for which the analyst has issued at least

one forecast during the year. COV is the log of the number of different analysts which are

following the company during the year. INV_MILLS is the inverse Mills ratio which is

estimated from Table 3. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.

Coefficient
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Dependent variable = ACCURACY

Variable t-statistic t-statistic

Intercept 0.396 *** 17.36 0.451 *** 20.70

DIRECTOR 0.020 *** 4.39 0.006 1.41

INTERNAL -0.023 *** -2.91 -0.024 *** -3.05

DIRECTOR×INTERNAL 0.024 ** 2.34 0.031 *** 2.97

LAG_ACCURACY 0.025 *** 3.09 0.020 *** 2.65

FREQ -0.065 *** -17.51 -0.069 *** -18.79

FIRMEXP -0.001 -0.17 -0.004 -1.04

GENEXP 0.000 -0.03 0.005 1.31

HORIZON 0.030 *** 18.90 0.029 *** 18.83

BSIZE -0.005 ** -1.98 -0.003 -1.37

NFIRMS 0.032 *** 5.87 -0.007 -1.34

COV -0.002 -0.62 -0.003 -1.09

INV_MILLS 0.049 *** 15.90

n 26,868 26,868

Adj. R
2

5.92% 6.40%

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Brokerage Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes

F-value Pr > F F-value Pr > F

DIRECTOR + DIRECTOR×INTERNAL 21.950 <.0001 15.400 <.0001

Table 5

and Forecast Accuracy

Coefficient

***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Standard errors are clustered

by firm. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's forecast is issued on or after the date of promotion to

managing director, and 0 otherwise. ACCURACY is the standardized forecast accuracy ranking (based on 

the last earnings forecast) of the analyst relative to other analysts who follow the same company in the

same year. INTERNAL equals 1 if the analyst is promoted to managing director from within the same

brokerage firm, and 0 otherwise. FREQ is the log of the number of forecasts that the analyst issues for the

company during the year. FIRMEXP is the log of the number of years that the analyst has issued a

forecast for the company. GENEXP is the log of the number of years that the analyst has issued a

forecast for any company. HORIZON is the log of number of days between the forecast announcement

date and the earnings announcement date. BSIZE is the log of the number of analysts who are employed

by the analyst's brokerage firm. NFIRMS is the log of the number of companies for which the analyst has

issued at least one forecast during the year. COV is the log of the number of different analysts which are

following the company during the year. INV_MILLS is the inverse Mills ratio which is estimated from

Table 3. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.

Coefficient

Internal and External Promotions to Managing Director
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Dependent variable = ACCURACY

Variable t-statistic t-statistic

Intercept 0.442 *** 19.76 0.428 *** 18.23

DIRECTOR 0.017 *** 3.49 0.017 *** 3.43

CFA -0.025 *** -2.96 -0.022 *** -2.62

DIRECTOR×CFA 0.033 *** 3.35 0.031 *** 3.10

LAG_ACCURACY 0.019 ** 2.44 0.020 ** 2.53

FREQ -0.066 *** -17.59 -0.064 *** -16.42

FIRMEXP 0.000 0.05 0.000 0.01

GENEXP 0.008 ** 2.09 0.007 * 1.70

HORIZON 0.030 *** 18.65 0.029 *** 17.88

BSIZE -0.004 -1.44 -0.003 -1.34

NFIRMS -0.001 -0.26 0.006 0.94

COV 0.006 * 1.78 0.004 1.29

INV_MILLS 0.001 0.12

n 26,868 26,868

Adj. R
2

6.02% 5.50%

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Brokerage Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes

F-value Pr > F F-value Pr > F

DIRECTOR + DIRECTOR×CFA 31.620 <.0001 28.070 <.0001

Table 6

Qualifications of Managing Directors and Forecast Accuracy

Coefficient

***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Standard errors are clustered

by firm. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's forecast is issued on or after the date of promotion to

managing director, and 0 otherwise. ACCURACY is the standardized forecast accuracy ranking (based on 

the last earnings forecast) of the analyst relative to other analysts who follow the same company in the

same year. CFA equals 1 if the analyst is a CFA in the current year, and 0 otherwise. FREQ is the log of

the number of forecasts that the analyst issues for the company during the year. FIRMEXP is the log of

the number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for the company. GENEXP is the log of the

number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for any company. HORIZON is the log of number

of days between the forecast announcement date and the earnings announcement date. BSIZE is the log

of the number of analysts who are employed by the analyst's brokerage firm. NFIRMS is the log of the

number of companies for which the analyst has issued at least one forecast during the year. COV is the

log of the number of different analysts which are following the company during the year. INV_MILLS is

the inverse Mills ratio which is estimated from Table 3. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st

and 99th percentiles.

Coefficient
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Dependent variable = ACCURACY

Variable t-statistic t-statistic

Intercept 0.404 *** 16.40 0.634 *** 7.74

DIRECTOR 0.016 *** 3.12 0.012 0.61

CFA -0.025 *** -2.81 0.006 0.15

DIRECTOR×CFA 0.035 *** 3.32 -0.006 -0.15

LAG_ACCURACY 0.024 *** 2.90 -0.020 -0.72

FREQ -0.065 *** -15.74 -0.058 *** -4.85

FIRMEXP 0.000 0.06 -0.003 -0.24

GENEXP 0.008 * 1.92 0.002 0.12

HORIZON 0.029 *** 16.95 0.029 *** 5.74

BSIZE -0.003 -1.03 -0.013 -1.50

NFIRMS 0.012 * 1.91 -0.052 ** -2.55

COV 0.006 1.59 -0.007 -0.57

INV_MILLS -0.002 -0.30 0.034 1.13

n 20,517 6,351

Adj. R
2

5.54% 49.40%

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Brokerage Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes

F-value Pr > F F-value Pr > F

DIRECTOR + DIRECTOR×CFA 29.170 <.0001 0.020 0.881

Table 7

Gender Impact on Qualifications of Managing Directors and Forecast Accuracy

Coefficient

***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Standard errors are clustered

by firm. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's forecast is issued on or after the date of promotion to

managing director, and 0 otherwise. ACCURACY is the standardized forecast accuracy ranking (based on 

the last earnings forecast) of the analyst relative to other analysts who follow the same company in the

same year. CFA equals 1 if the analyst is a CFA in the current year, and 0 otherwise. FREQ is the log of

the number of forecasts that the analyst issues for the company during the year. FIRMEXP is the log of

the number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for the company. GENEXP is the log of the

number of years that the analyst has issued a forecast for any company. HORIZON is the log of number

of days between the forecast announcement date and the earnings announcement date. BSIZE is the log

of the number of analysts who are employed by the analyst's brokerage firm. NFIRMS is the log of the

number of companies for which the analyst has issued at least one forecast during the year. COV is the

log of the number of different analysts which are following the company during the year. INV_MILLS is

the inverse Mills ratio which is estimated from Table 3. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st

and 99th percentiles.

Coefficient

MALE FEMALE
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Dependent variable = ACCURACY

Variable t-statistic t-statistic

Intercept 0.501 *** 11.38 0.464 *** 9.98

DIRECTOR 0.004 0.34 0.003 0.23

HIGH_BROKEREXP -0.026 ** -2.11 -0.027 ** -2.22

DIRECTOR×HIGH_BROKEREXP 0.071 *** 4.51 0.074 *** 4.64

LAG_ACCURACY 0.000 ** 2.05 0.000 ** 2.40

FREQ -0.076 *** -9.69 -0.073 *** -8.93

FIRMEXP 0.008 0.94 0.009 1.04

GENEXP -0.002 -0.25 -0.005 -0.50

HORIZON 0.030 *** 9.24 0.030 *** 8.88

BSIZE -0.002 -0.44 -0.003 -0.47

NFIRMS -0.021 ** -2.16 -0.008 -0.65

COV 0.004 0.67 0.003 0.46

INV_MILLS 0.005 0.30

n 5,488 5,488

Adj. R
2

8.07% 7.23%

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Brokerage Firm Fixed Effects Yes Yes

F-value Pr > F F-value Pr > F

DIRECTOR + DIRECTOR×BROKER_EXP 51.960 <.0001 50.130 <.0001

Table 8

Intra-Broker Experience of Managing Directors and Forecast Accuracy

Coefficient

***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Standard errors are clustered by

firm. DIRECTOR equals 1 if the analyst's forecast is issued on or after the date of promotion to managing

director, and 0 otherwise. ACCURACY is the standardized forecast accuracy ranking (based on the last

earnings forecast) of the analyst relative to other analysts who follow the same company in the same year.

HIGH_BROKEREXP equals 1 if the analyst's intra-broker experience is greater than the mean intra-broker

experience of all analysts working at the same broker, and 0 otherwise. FREQ is the log of the number of

forecasts that the analyst issues for the company during the year. FIRMEXP is the log of the number of

years that the analyst has issued a forecast for the company. GENEXP is the log of the number of years that

the analyst has issued a forecast for any company. HORIZON is the log of number of days between the

forecast announcement date and the earnings announcement date. BSIZE is the log of the number of

analysts who are employed by the analyst's brokerage firm. NFIRMS is the log of the number of companies

for which the analyst has issued at least one forecast during the year. COV is the log of the number of

different analysts which are following the company during the year. INV_MILLS is the inverse Mills ratio

which is estimated from Table 3. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles.

Coefficient

 


